Making smart and effective IP cost saving decisions
to ensure a crisis doesn’t disrupt your business

Every Head of IP will at some point in their career have to meet challenging cost
reduction demands. It can be the result of the company’s poor financial
performance, a market collapse, or a global crisis such as the COVID-19 pandemic.
When decisions need to be made quickly, it’s all too easy to abandon the rational
approach one would use when not under pressure. One common pitfall is to
prioritize short-term cost cutting above all else, and to halt your portfolio growth
activities. While this requires little effort and is effective in the immediate term, it may
hamper the company’s long-term competitiveness, both by reducing the innovation
output and negatively impacting the rate of recovery when demand is restored.
Another pitfall is to begin cutting the IP portfolio indiscriminately, which may lead to
exposing the business to risks and decoupling the IP portfolio you end up with from
any positive contribution to the company’s profitability.
The best approach is clearly to begin planning for cost saving when there’s no
external pressure, and implement a continuous and business-aligned cost control
practice. But even with a less structured starting point, it is possible to be systematic
when facing acute cost cutting demands and still move quickly. With the right type
of cost control measures a Head of IP can reduce costs with double-digit
percentages without compromising on business value contribution or putting the
business at risk, and at the same time foster a mindset and basis for long-term IP
cost efficiency.

In this paper, we outline how to work with business continuity in five IP cost saving
areas to both generate quick cost reductions and establish lasting cost saving
effects. The areas are presented in order of likelihood to generate quick wins in IP
cost saving.
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Exhibit 1
IP cost saving areas
Quick wins
1. Cost structure
Know what to
target, thanks to
cost transparency

Lasting cost saving effects

Quick win
ranking

2. IP portfolio
Prune high-cost,
low-contribution patents

Continuous business-aligned
trimming of portfolio

1

Service item-based collaboration
and procurement

2

Streamlined processes
supported by right tools

3

Value-focused and businesseffective IP organization

4

3. External agents
Reallocate and resource
external work smartly
4. IP operations
Shift IP processes to
cost saving mode

Continuous cost
control and
foresight
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5. IP organization
Do more with what
you have
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Foundation: Know what to target, thanks to cost transparency
The first step towards cost control is cost transparency. Identifying your current cost drivers makes you
much better positioned to judge the effects of potential cost cutting efforts, and lets you make informed
decisions without lengthy investigation. Applying an IP cost transparency model uncovers the main cost
drivers that could be addressed in the short term.
IP cost transparency models are typically built by combining historic cost data and forward-looking cost
estimations but can also be complemented with external benchmark data. The effort needed to create a
cost model will vary depending on the quality and completeness of your cost data. Even if you start with
poor data quality, it is often possible to quite rapidly create an effective model. Knowing what parameters
to use, which data to collect and how to structure and make sense of it, are keys to success.

Exhibit 2
IP cost structure breakdown with addressable share
Non-addressable costs

Addressable costs

158
447

1473
638

Example cost transparency data

# of patent families with…
Limited savings potential (<€5 000)
Medium savings potential (<€25 000)
High savings potential (<€50 000)
Very high savings potential (>€50 000)

Durable effects: Continuous cost control and foresight
If your IP cost follow-up practices were not up to standard before, the creation of an IP cost transparency
model should be your first step towards Continuous cost control and foresight. Doing so improves your IP
budgeting process and allows you to systematically follow up and address cost inefficiencies. Tracking
and following up quality and cost of suppliers helps you identify areas where you should either reduce the
number of suppliers, or renegotiate service provider contracts with the door open for new competition. You
can also use cost data to improve predictability of office action costs, and set your cost control roadmap
accordingly. Office actions occur depending on patent and trademark offices’ planning and workload, and
differs between technology areas, meaning that with historic cost data these can be predicted and
triggered in more controlled manners. Your goal will be to match the right internal resource levels and
external cost levels, and to make forward-looking projections to reduce volatility so that when a costcutting demand arises, you are well prepared.
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Quick win: Prune high-cost, low-contribution patents
The area that typically ranks highest in terms of potential for quick cost-cutting wins that can be achieved
without negative impact on the long-term ability of IP to contribute value to business, is to target the
existing patent portfolio. Portfolio maintenance costs typically represent 20-40% of the total IP budget, and
pruning the portfolio can lead to savings both now and for several years to come, depending of the
maturity of the portfolio.
The starting point for any portfolio pruning activity should be business rationale. Your ability to judge which
technology domains to focus your pruning activities on is highly dependent on whether your IP portfolio
structure is in sync with business priorities or not. If you already have an IP portfolio that is aligned with
business objectives, identifying bottom-of-the-pile portfolio clusters to focus cost cutting on is easy.
However, if you already keep a lean portfolio, and there are no or few “nice-to-have patents” left, it’s hard
to realize extraordinary cost reductions through pruning without also putting the business at risk. If that is
the case, you probably also have a strong rationale for why the portfolio is optimized and can make a
convincing business case to your stakeholders, whether it’s the CTO, CFO, or CEO.
If your patent portfolio structure is not in sync with business priorities, you can begin scanning the portfolio
for low-hanging fruit, with a starting point in two typical cost driving factors: time and geography. By using
these screening criteria to begin your assessment, you can funnel down the number of patents you need
to seriously assess from a business relevance perspective. As a general rule, no patent should be
reviewed in isolation but as part of portfolios fulfilling certain business objectives and these screening
parameters should only be used to guide further assessments.
Time as screening criterion:

•

Upcoming renewal dates: Patents with upcoming major annuity fee milestones, adjusted for patent
renewal service providers’ due dates.

•

Old patent families: Patents of more than 10 years age (depending on industry and average product
lifecycle length) that will generate large renewal fees relative to the remaining lifespan.

Geography as screening criterion:
•

Atypically large patent families: Families with active members in many countries. This can mean 4, 10
or 20+ countries depending on the business and the portfolio composition.

•

Low-relevance countries: Patents in markets not in line with critical business interests.

By using variations and combinations of these screening criteria, it is possible to generate a short-list of
pruning candidates with the potential for sizable near-future cost savings.

Exhibit 3
Example screening criteria for identifying pruning candidates in unstructured portfolios
# of countries filed in

Example major cost milestones

>40

200 patent families

20-40
10-20

900
350

<10
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3000

Share of portfolio active

100%
80%
60%

40%
20%
0%
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Lasting effects: Continuous business-aligned portfolio trimming
Portfolio pruning should not be seen as a one-off activity. Recurring trimming of your portfolio is an
effective way to keep it lean and useful, which lets you continuously free up funds to rejuvenate your
portfolio in areas of new business value. If the portfolio structure is business-aligned, this lowers the
threshold and simplifies the work of identifying candidates to cut with minimum business risk. Best
practice among leading IP organizations is to trim the patent portfolio size at a rate of approximately 10%
annually.
A good example of how different IP professionals respond to a crisis can be found in Figure 4, showing
how two companies responded to the 2008-2010 worldwide recession, and how they adjusted (or didn’t
adjust) their IP pruning activities from that point on. At the time, Company A did not have IP cost
transparency, had no alignment of their IP portfolio with company-wide business priorities, and thus had
no easy way of identifying pruning opportunities or cost drivers. They temporarily reduced their patent
output, to hold off on incurring new filing costs, but did not fundamentally change their cost control or
pruning practice. Company A lost ground to competitors who were maintaining their rate of portfolio
growth, and to this day, a large percentage of patents are still allowed to lapse without active pruning.
Company B, on the other hand, ramped-up their portfolio management activity by abandoning low-value
or low-potential patents both before and post grant during the financial crisis. Even when the pressure
lessened they didn’t fall back into old habits, but continued to actively manage and trim the portfolio to
keep it lean and business contribution-focused.

Exhibit 4
Comparative portfolio activity examples from 2008-2010 recession *
Company B – Aggressive pruning and setting
new trimming levels, continue filings

Portfolio size

Company A – Reduced filings with difficulty to
resume post crisis, limited portfolio management

New filings

Abandoned pre-grant

Pruned post-grant

Lapsed at end of term

* Numbers have been normalized to fit the same scale
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Quick win: Reallocate and resource external work smartly
For many technology intensive companies, the external agent costs for drafting, filing, prosecution,
maintenance and related services are substantial. Reducing external service fees is usually the second
most likely area where you’ll find potential for quick-win cost cutting. However, you should be careful. The
decrease in external agent capacity should not be so large that it reduces your innovation and patenting
rate below acceptable levels or injures important external agent relationships you have spent years of
building up.

When wanting to reduce external agent costs, start with these three actions:
1.

Request a discount. A crisis is a good foundation for negotiation, and it becomes much easier to
argue that there is a real need for compromise if there is an objective financial reality such as a
recession that a service provider cannot deny.

2.

In-house the more costly tasks, if they don’t require unique competences or professional
qualifications. For this to be effective, it is recommended to first adapt your internal IP operations to
temporarily focus on the most essential activities, and free up internal capacity to take on more critical
tasks otherwise outsourced (see chapter 5).

3.

Remove non-critical external agent services. For example if external agents normally perform novelty
searches and patentability assessments, instruct them only to do quick searches and instead rely on
your organization’s expertise based on previous cases for the time being.

Exhibit 5
Three steps to quickly reduce external costs

1
2
3

External
IP costs

Request
discount
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Move costly
tasks
in-house

Remove
non-critical
steps

New
external
cost level
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Lasting effects: Service item-based collaboration model and procurement
During difficult times your true allies are often revealed and relationships with external agents can come
out on the other side stronger than before. A financial downturn is typically a good time to re-evaluate
your external agent services and collaboration model.
This re-evaluation effort should focus on processes with clear service items to create a shared and easy-tocommunicate collaboration model for external agents. This help you to find the right balance between inhouse work and outsourced work, assess the cost and quality of different external agents based on
comparable service items, procure services with structured fee arrangements to ensure right cost levels
and reduce volatility, and to consolidate external work to fewer external agents and leverage economies of
scale.
Your primary obstacle in trying to get a grip on the cost of external agents will ‘black box’ practices by
external service providers who have not been sufficiently motivated to demonstrate the value of their
services. Our experience is that due to unclarity in roles and responsibilities and lack of proper quality and
cost control, external IP service costs are typically 20-30% higher than necessary, while quality issues and
redundancy in work affect in-house personnel negatively. A service item-based collaboration model is an
important part of business continuity planning to quickly be able to adjust costs in tougher financial times.
Moving tasks in-house and removing non-critical external agent services also provides an opportunity to
assess if these tasks are performed in an optimal way and if there are new tools and software-based
services available.
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Quick win: Shift IP processes to cost saving mode
Process streamlining and harmonization will not reduce costs in the short term. But if you have done your
IP cost transparency analysis properly you will have identified process steps that hold untapped cost
reduction potential. Typical cost drivers are new patent filings and prosecution, including novelty searches
and patentability assessments.
A natural first step is to temporarily put your filing and prosecution processes in cost saving mode. This
can for example mean implementing stricter pre-filing quality assessment protocols to limit passive
decision making and ensure focus on high-quality applications. While it can be tempting to reduce the
number of filings, remember that activities of stimulating innovation and invention disclosures are difficult
to revive and get back to the right levels after the crises. First focus on finding cost savings in your existing
portfolio before considering to ‘turn off the tap’ (see chapter 2).
Cost saving mode can also include changing filing strategies. One way is to limit the number of countries
for patent applications and the number of classes for trademark applications. Another way is to postpone
filing and prosecution costs by for example using the PCT filing route to defer national phase fees. In times
of crisis, patent and trademark offices may also allow payment deadline extensions such us the USPTO
has done in light of the economic impact of the Covid-19 pandemic (see www.uspto.gov/coronavirus).
To reduce short-term costs, if your liquidity is low, you can remove or reduce the scope of costly steps
such as novelty searches and preliminary examinations (PCT Chapter II). If you apply these type of
measures, you need to be selective in order to not accumulate higher costs further down the line. Not
performing novelty searches in areas where you do not have deep knowledge of the prior art may lead to
wasted filing efforts, and costs of preliminary examinations may be gained back in form of fewer office
actions and shorter examination times.

Exhibit 6
Patent filing and prosecution processes in cost saving mode

Normal operating mode
Stricter pre-filing quality protocols
Reduced number of countries
Postpone payments
Cost saving mode
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Remove and reduced scope of process steps
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Lasting effects: Streamlined processes supported by right tools
Having put your IP operations to the test during a financial recession will likely also let you identify
additional changes that are not possible to make during a crisis, but which will be needed for the IP
operations to be cost-efficient in the long term. Keep this in mind while responding to the immediate crisis,
and prepare for a full review of the IP operating model once you have the opportunity, to understand the
current state, your wanted state, and how to address the gaps in between.
When reviewing your IP operations, the following principles should be kept in mind to guide your
evaluation and upgrade:
•

Improve productivity – remove bottlenecks by redesigning and streamlining IP processes;

•

Reduce wasted time – minimize time spent on the wrong things and shift from fire-fighting operational
issues to spending more time on strategic and value-adding activities;

•

Harmonize working practices – remove variations in ways of working that reduce certainty or
accountability, while still maintaining flexibility for professionals to exercise their skills and judgment;

•

Improve satisfaction – remove operational annoyances and headaches, make sure people's opinions
are heard, and improve visibility of the business impact of their work; and

•

Modernize ways of working – improve effectiveness and modernize work through smart use of the right
software tools
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Quick win: Do more with what you have
The most obvious impact of tough economic times is the scarcity of resources and bandwidth for nonessential activities, and the resulting need to focus on the activities and initiatives that matter most. IP
initiatives that are less time-critical should be put off. This can for example be costly litigation actions that
can be deferred, training initiatives, or ‘nice-to-have’ monitoring of the external IP landscape. It is however
important to continue activities that will make you come out on the other side of the crisis stronger and
with accelerated strategic momentum.

Refocusing staff activities frees up capacity for critical tasks that may need to be handled in-house if you’re
reducing the engagement of external agents (see chapter 3). Switching gears to this type of all-hands-ondeck mode will force people out of their comfort zones and broaden the scope of their responsibilities,
including both less prestigious activities but also stepping up to take on more challenging tasks.
Management has to carefully monitor and motivate the workforce in these activities, and it helps to
communicate the strategic prioritizations that are being made, rather than just focusing on cost cutting.
In terms of employment adjustments, the same tools are available for IP organizations as for any type of
organization. Utilize the flexibility of your workforce if you have external resourcing consultants, look at the
timing and necessity of recruitments, and, if necessary, consider options to let select people go. While
terminating certain positions should be part of your toolbox, this should of course be used sparingly –
layoffs are never a good signal to the workforce, and finding and keeping good IP professionals can be a
challenging task.

Exhibit 7
Refocusing IP professionals to business-critical activities

IP org.
work

Capacity
needed for
businesscritical work

Reduced
external
capacity

Reduced
in-house /
flexible
capacity

Capacity
gained from
refocusing

Critical work

Less critical work

Lasting effects: Value-focused and business-effective IP organization
Once the crisis is over, it is time to boost the IP organization to become the best possible version of itself.
Most likely, if you have weathered the crisis successfully you will also have a very clear view of the
activities that are actually essential and generate the most value for business.
An organization that has only focused on cost cutting is likely to be slow to restore the resources it has cut,
leading to an anemic or understaffed IP organization, but if your organization focuses on strategic value
creation it should be possible to make the business case for investing further in IP once a downturn is
reversed. At the same time the lessons learned will be useful to keep the organization lean and focused;
coming out of a crisis should not a be a signal to fall back into bad habits or lose focus.
When starting to look ahead after a recession, the acceptance of change can be high and it is beneficial to
start transformative initiatives. Make sure to seize the opportunity that comes out of having operated in a
very lean manner to design and implement an organization that is geared for both business-effectiveness
and cost-efficiency.
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By systematically working with business continuity in five IP cost saving areas it is possible
to create significant cost reductions fast, without putting the business at risk or damaging
innovativeness, and at the same time set the foundation for lasting cost saving effects.
1.

Start with and IP cost transparency analysis to know where to focus your cost
reduction efforts.

2.

Look for large cost saving potential in the IP portfolio, e.g. using geography and time
screening criteria.

3.

Reallocate and resource external work smartly to reduce service fees and improve
quality control.

4.

Identify process steps that hold untapped potential and put them in cost saving mode.

5.

Refocus the IP organization to get more out of what you have.
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